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Tilted Work Planes 

This document will explain how tilted planes work for common controllers. Additionally it will briefly 

cover what Euler angles and spatial angles are. Furthermore, it will cover a few switches that can change 

how tilted planes are output.  

 

What are Tilted Work Planes 

Tilted work planes rotate a coordinate system for the controller. Most modern controllers have specific 

functions that rotate and translate coordinate systems. This is particularly useful for machines with a 

rotary and/or tilt axis in the head because it allows it to use canned cycles, circular interpolation, and 

many other functions at any orientation. 

 

Euler Angles and Spatial Angles 

Many machines use Euler angles or spatial angles to describe the orientation of a tilted plane to the 

controller. In the simplest terms Euler angles and spatial angles describe an objects rotational orientation 

in space using a strict set of rotations in a particular order.  

For Euler angles this order is Z-X’-Z’’ 

• The first rotation is about Z in the original coordinate system 

• The second rotation is about X’ the first intermediate (prime) X axis 

• The third rotation is about Z’’ the second intermediate (double prime) Z axis 

For spatial angles this order varies and you should refer to your control manual 

 

The important concept to note is that the rotations are performed in a specific order on specific axis 

which may not always align with your machines physical rotary and tilt axis. Thus, when outputting a 

tilted planes call (Fanuc G68.2, Siemens CYCLE800, TNC CYCL DEF 19 etc.) you may see angles that 

appear to be out of your machines tilt and/or rotary limits or angles about an axis that your machine does 

not have. These tilted work plane calls and/or an associated code will tell your machine to approach the 

orientation described by Euler or spatial angles within the machine’s physical tilt and rotary limits. 

 

If you are unsure please read your controller’s manual to identify what type of angles your controller 

supports. 
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Changing Tilted Work Planes In IKE Posts 

IKE posts will have options for tilted work planes types depending on the controller. 

You can change how the post handles 3+2 operations with swt_tiltplane. 

 

swt_tiltplane enables the use of tilted work planes using either spatial or Euler angles to define a new 

coordinate system. Some controllers may not have a choice between Euler or spatial as they only support 

one type. 

 

swt_tiltplane_cfg instructs the post to transform to desired orientation only using only the specified axes. 

This only applies to spatial angles because Euler angles follow specific rotations. 

 

Please refer to IKE+_USER_HELP for more detailed information on switches for each controller. 
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